SC:SE September 20, 2019
TO ALL CONGREGATIONS
Re: Agreement with Iberia Air Lines
Dear Brothers:
We are pleased to inform you of the results obtained from negotiations between the Branch and
Iberia Air Lines. The objective is to obtain affordable prices for brothers traveling long distances to circuit
assemblies and regional conventions. We are happy to share the following comments with you.
Iberia offers those attending assemblies and conventions a 10% discount on the final ticket price for
tickets issued at www.iberia.com to the destination where the assembly will be held. The discount is
applicable exclusively to regular closed date flights operated by IBERIA, IBERIA EXPRESS and AIR
NOSTRUM (this does not include air shuttle or puente aéreo or shared code flights 7000/5000/4000). The
application of this discount will be valid from 5 days before the assembly to 5 days after the assembly. This
discount is also applicable for those who live on the islands.
All who wish to benefit from this provision must follow these instructions: before finishing
your purchase at IBERIA.COM, and after selecting you flight, please fill in the section that says
“TENGO UN CÓDIGO PROMOCIONAL”. Then introduce the promotional code for this assembly (this
code will be sent to the body of elders). Flight reservations that are finalized before introducing the promotional code will not benefit from this discount.
Also, for brothers attending assemblies in Ajalvir (Madrid), the Axor Feria hotel (included in the list
of hotels recommended for those visiting Bethel) offers a free shuttle service (to and from) for customers
from the hotel to the airport and from the hotel to the assembly hall in Ajalvir (Madrid). This may be
advantageous. We hope this arrangement will be useful for brothers traveling to assemblies.
Please receive our warm Christian love.
Your brothers,
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c:

Circuit overseers
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